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Occupy JRC Makes First Appearance at Caring Force Rally 

 

Boston, MA. April 2
nd

, 2012:  Occupy JRC is a new group organizing against the Judge Rotenberg Center 

(JRC), a Canton-based school and ‘treatment’ facility known as the only place in the country to use painful 

shocks to impact behavior in its students.   This approach has officially been declared to be torture by the 

United Nations.  One psychologist who visited JRC on behalf of the New York State Department of 

Education said, “The level of shock is unbelievable, very painful … No other class of citizen in the United 

States could be subjected to this.  You could not do this to a convicted felon.”  Occupy JRC will make its first 

organized appearance by taking advantage of the large expected turnout for the Caring Force Rally in 

Boston at the State House at 10:30am on Monday, April 2nd.  Occupy JRC members will gather outside of 

the Fox 25 news building wearing blue shirts, carrying signs and distributing information about the school 

and Occupy JRC’s planned action against it, including an upcoming protest. 

 

JRC was conceptualized in the 1970’s by Dr. Matthew Israel and serves individuals aged three through 

adulthood.  Israel himself has since stepped down from his position as Director.  At the time of his so-called 

retirement, he was under threat of imprisonment due to the destruction of evidence demonstrating the 

abusive ways in which these aversive therapies are administered.  The school continues to withhold other 

videotape documentation of particular incidents of abuse, stating that the general public wouldn’t 

understand the context of what they were seeing.  The school is largely funded by public dollars, costing in 

excess of $200,000 per student.   

 

Occupy JRC is a newly formed group of individuals, many of whom have experienced oppression and abuse 

in their own treatment history, and all of whom are committed to stopping the abuse and torture of 

children at the Judge Rotenberg Center.  
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